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FoRM No. 57 INTERNATIONAL DEVELOPMENT INTERNATIONAL BANK FOR INTERNATIONAL FINANCE
ASSOCIATION RECONSTRUCTION AND DEVELOPMENT CORPORATION

OFFICE MEMORANDUM
TO: Mr. McNamara DATE: December 31, 1969

FROM: Richard H. Demuth

SUBJECT: Pearson Commission Recommendations

Attached is a draft memorandum transmitting to the Board another
group of Pearson Commission papers. I am sending it to you for review
now so that, assuming that Burke, Siem and Irving have no difficulty
with the papers, they can be distributed while you are away.

I think you will agree that the papers should be scheduled for
discussion by the Executive Directors, as the draft transmittal memo-
randum contemplates. However, you may want to consider whether (a) a
date for discussion should be fixed at the time the papers are sent
to the Board rather than later, and (b) whether the discussion should
be in the forum of the Committee of the Whole rather than of the Board
or should perhaps be scheduled on a "seminar" basis. Whatever deci-
sion you make for the present group of papers would presumably apply
as well to papers to be distributed subsequently, many of which will,
I fear, have to be scheduled for Board discussion.



DRAFT
December 31, 1969

MEMORANDUM TO THE EXECUTIVE DIRECTORS

Subject: PEARSON COMMISSION RECOMMENDATIONS
RELATING TO THE WORLD BANK GROUP

Attached is the second group of memoranda analyzing Pearson Commission

recommendations. This group deals with the following recommendations:

Recommendation No. 12: Aid Coordination

Recommendation No. 25: Population Problems

Recommendation No. 26: Education

Recommendation No. 28: Country Economic Reports

Recommendation No. 29: Blending of Loans and Credits for
Single Projects and Programs

The numbers assigned to the recommendations are those which appear in

the list of 33 recommendations relating directly to the activities or poli-

cies of the Bank Group set forth in SecM69-472, dated October 10, 1969.

ZIlbe-Some of these memorandaX ,

raise issues of substanceA I propose to/schedule them for discussion
A

at an early date.

Robert S. McNamara



DRAFT
- December 23, 1969

MEMORANDUM TO THE EXECUTIVE DIRECTORS

Subject: Pearson Commission Recommendation No. 26 Concerning Education

This recommendation is in two parts; they are discussed separately

below:

Recommendation 26(a)

"We recommend greater resources for: (a) research and experimentation

with new techniques, including television and programmed learning;

q1_/

Background

This recommendation is meant to apply to research and experimentation

within individual developing countries, not to abstract or general studies.2/

It reflects a belief among educators that a change from existing practices

(rote learning, stereotyped teacher-student combinations, and so on) to new

techniques would greatly improve the quality of education and, per unit of

expenditure, would produce a greater number of graduates and a higher level

of educational attainment in the developing countries.

As indicated in the Report,2/ the Commission envisaged that research

and experimentation might be the first of three stages in projects of

1/ Report, page 201.

2/ The recommendation is somewhat ambiguous. The member of the Commission's
staff concerned with education confirmed the interpretation given to the
recommendation in this memorandum.

3/ Report, page 201.
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educational reform. Second would come pilot projects,. in which the results of

research would be applied on a small scale, and finally would come projects in

which the lessons learned would be applied full scale.

The Commission believed that Bank Group support for the first two stages

should come from IDA rather than the Bank. Since research and experimentation

may be somewhat speculative, the Commission felt that they should be financed

on easier than conventional terms. We understand that it also felt that

developing countries, since they often are quite conservative in their views

about education, might need the incentive of concessional terms to interest

them in more modern and innovative educational practices.

Analysis

I fully share the Commission's views about the desirability of moderniz-

ing education and training in the developing countries,

The process of devising and applying new techniques embraces a number of

elements: the development of new course content, preferably through research

and experimentation; the devising of new teaching methods, often in experi-

mental classrooms or experimental schools; the development or choice of in-

structional materials (which may range from books and tapes to television and

computers); the training or re-training of teachers (and school inspectors)

to handle the new elements; and the preparation of building designs and con-

struction tandards appropriate for the new techniques. These activities may

be carried on singly or in various combinations (as, for example, in educa-

tional institutes). Bank Group financing of these kinds of activities can and

will be much intensified.
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I do not agree, however, that, within the Bank Group, IDA should invari-

ably be the source of finance for research and experimentation. Clearly,

much of the developmental work the Commission had in mind will be done in

countries which receive assistance from IDA. But the purpose of IDA's pref-

erential terms is to assist governments which have balance of payments or

resource mobilization problems, not to support particular kinds of projects.

Developmental work is such an integral part of, and so necessary to, any edu-

cational system that it should be financed in accordance with the normal

budgetary and financial practices in the country concerned, and should there-

fore be treated as appropriate for Bank financing in countries which are not

eligible to receive assistance from IDA.

The argument that special terms may be needed as an incentive is like-

wise difficult to accopt as a generality. Countries which need such incen-

tives are likely to lack a fundamental commitment to educational reform; the

record unfortunately shows many examples of experiments which were continued

so long as they were financed on easy terms but which recipient countries

made no effort to follow up or to apply on a wider scale. The willingness of

the Bank or IDA to finance research and experimentation would, in itself,

usually imply a willingness to finance the larger project that would be the

sequel, so that it should not be necessary to offer an additional incentive.

Recommendation 26(b)

"We recommend greater resources for: . . . (b) a systematic analysis of
1/

the entire learning process as it applies to developing countries."

l/ Report, page 201.



Background

Like recommendation (a), this recommendation was intended to apply to

specific analyses within individual developing countries, not to analyses in

general. By "the entire learning process" the Commission meant both formal

and informal education; we have been advised by the Commission's staff that the

phrase was used in an effort to escape from stereotyped thinking about tradi-

tional educational structures.

Analysis

The Bank and IDA do, of course, base their education lending within a

country on an analysis of the educational situation of the country. These

analyses are often made, in the first instance, by Unesco under the coopera-

tive agreement between Unesco and the Bank; and they have developed in the

direction recommended by the Commission.

When the cooperative agreement took effect five years ago, the missions

dispatched by Unesco were intended to identify projects suitable for Bank

Group financing and, to the extent necessary, to help in the preparation of

these projects for consideration by the Bank. This procedure would have been

satisfactory had there existed, in every country where educational development

was of potential interest to the Bank Group, adequate information concerning

the educational effort as a whole and an adequate plan of educational devel-

opment, to provide the basis for evaluating needs and selecting projects for

financing. In fact, these two conditions often are not fully met.

In recognition of this fact, we have suggested to Unesco, and Unesco has

agreed, that in the future the work undertaken by both Unesco and Bank missions

should extend over a considerably broader area. It will be directed toward pro-

ducing basic sector studies as well as specific projects, and these sector



studies will become a reg-ular part of the work done by or for the Bank Group

preparatory to a loan or credit. At the same time, the studies are expected

to take a broader view of the educational process: to pay less attention to

traditional levels and formalized structures, and to survey not only formal

education systems but also the benefits that may be had from adult education

and other activities outside the formal systems. Identification and program-

ming of preinvestment studies and projects will also be a part of the sector

studies.

In my opinion, a further step remains to be taken. The shortcomings of
a

educational planning in the less developed countries continue to be/major

obstacle to the improvement of education; the additional information and a

wider perspective to be expected from the new approach being taken by mis-

sions in the field will not produce their full benefit unless they serve to

bring about better plans of educational development in the less developed coun-

tries. At the present time, educational planning is not embraced by the Bank/

Unesco agreement. I believe that it should be, for the purpose of strengthen-

ing the assistance that the Bank and Unesco can give in this respect. In the

next several months, I expect to make detailedrecommendations on this matter

to the Ececutive Directors.

Conclusion

I think that we should accept the Commission's recommendations that in-

creased Bank Group financing should be made available for research and experi-

mentation in new techniques of education, and for systematic analyses of the

entire learning process in developing countries. As a foundation for this

expanded program, work undertaken by Bank and Unesco education missions should



be directed toward producing basic sector studies as well as specific projects.

Further, I believe that we should propose to Unesco that the terms of the

Bank/Unesco cooperative agreement be broadened to bring educational planning

in the developing countries, within the scope of inquiry of missions sent out under

that program. If Unesco agrees with this proposal, I shall submit specific

recommendations for changes in the cooperative agreement for the consideration

of the Executive Directors.

Robert S. McNamara
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educational reform. Second would come pilot projects, in which the results of

research would be applied on a small scale, and finally would come projects in

which the lessons learned would be applied full scale.

The Commission believed that Bank Group support for the first two stages

should come from IDA rather than the Bank. Since research and experimentation

may be somewhat speculative, the Commission felt that they should be financed

on easier than conventional terms. We understand that it also felt that

developing countries, since they often are quite conservative in their views

about education, might need the incentive of concessional terms to interest

them in more modern and innovative educational practices.

Analysis

I fully share the Commission's views about the desirability of moderniz-

ing education and training in the developing countries.

the quality of teaching have been an important part of financing

virtually from the beginning of the Bank soperations in education. As

our experience has grown _JhU- k Group has become progressively more inter-

The process of devising and applying new techniques embraces a number of

elements: the development of new course content, preferably through research

and experimentation; the devising of new teaching methods, often in experi-

mental classrooms or experimental schools; the development or choice of in-

structional materials (which may range from books and tapes to television and

computers); the training or re-training of teachers (and school inspectors)

to handle the new elements; and the preparation of building designs and con-

struction standards appropriate for the new techniques. These activities may



be carried on singly or in various combinations (as, for example, in educa-

tional institutes).

Bank Group financing

sc,,r-l, iuppaartc d and will be much in-

tensified.

I do not agree, however, that, within the Bank Group, IDA should invari-

ably be the source of finance for research and experimentation. Clearly,

much of the developmental work the Commission had in mind will be done in

countries which receive assistance from IDA. But the purpose of IDA's pref-

erential terms is to assist governments which have balance of payments or

resource mobilization problems, not to support particular kinds of projects.

Developmental work is such an integral part of, and so necessary to, any edu-

cational system that it should be financed in accordance with the normal

budgetary and financial practices in the country concerned, and should there-

fore be treated as appropriate for Bank financing in countries which are not

eligible to receive assistance from IDA.

The argument that special terms may be needed as an incentive is like-

wise difficult to accept as a generality. Countries which need such incen-

tives are likely to lack a fundamental commitment to educational reform; the

record unfortunately shows many examples of experiments which were continued

so long as they were financed on easy terms but which recipient countries

made no effort to follow up or to apply on a wider scale. The willingness of

the Bank or IDA to finance research and experimentation would, in itself,

usually imply a willingness to finance the larger project that would be the

sequel, so that it should not be necessary to offer an additional incentive.
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An argument for special assistance migh be made for research wh ch, while

conducted wit n one country, was designe to have wider applicatio so that

other co ries might benefit. Each ch case should, I believe be considered

on its erits to determine whether me special concessional eatment, through

an traordinary allocation of I funds or otherwise, is ranted.

Recommendation 26(b)

"We recommend greater resources for: . . . (b) a systematic analysis of

1/
the entire learning process as it applies to developing countries."l-

Background

Like recommendation (a), this recommendation was intended to apply to

specific analyses within individual developing countries, not to analyses in

general. By "the entire learning process" the Commission meant both formal and

informal education; we have been advised by the Commission's staff that the

phrase was used in an effort to escape from stereotyped thinking about tradi-

tional educational structures.

Analysis

The Bank and IDA do, of course, base their education lending within a

country on an analysis of the educational situation of the country. These

analyses are often made, in the first instance, by Unesco under the coopera-

tive agreement between Unesco and the Bank; and they have developed in the dir-

ection recommended by the Commission.

When the cooperative agreement took effect five years ago, the missions

dispatched by Unesco were intended to identify projects suitable for Bank

1/ Report, page 201.
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Group financing and, to the extent necessary, to help in the preparation of

these projects for consideration by the Bank. This procedure would have been

satisfactory had there existed, in every country where educational develop-

ment was of potential interest to the Bank Group, adequate information con-

cerning the educational effort as a whole and an adequate plan of educational

development, to provide the basis for evaluating needs and selecting projects

for financing. In fact, these two conditions often are not fully met.

In recognition of this fact, we have suggested to Unesco, and Unesco has

agreed, that the w6rk undertaken by Unesco missions should extend over a con-
A I

siderably broader area. In siur.. cast is- nw-te be directed toward pro-

ducing basic sector studies rather than being pointed primarily at project

-identiftia n= and a these sector

studies will become a regular part of the work done by or for the Bank Group

preparatory to a loan or credit. At the same time, the studies are expected

to take a broader view of the educational process: to pay less attention to

traditional levels and formalized structures, and to survey not only formal

education systems but also the benefits that may be had from adult education

and other activities outside the formal systems. Identification and program-

ming of preinvestment studies and projects will also be a part of the sector

studies.

In Py opinion, a further step remains to be taken. The shortcomings of

educational planning in the less developed countries continue to be a major

obstacle to the improvement of education; the additional information and a

wider perspective to be expected from the new approach being taken by mis-

sions in the field will not produce their full benefit unless they serve to
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bring about better plans of educational development in the less developed coun-

tries. At the present time, educational planning is not embraced by the Bank/

Unesco agreement. I believe that it should be, for the purpose of strengthen-

ing the assistance that the Bank and Unesco can give in this respect. In the

next several months, I expect to make detailed recommendations on this matter

to the Executive Directors.

Conclusion

I think that we should accept the Commission's recommendations that in-

creased Bank Group financing should be made available for research and experi-

mentation in new techniques of education, and for systematic analyses of the

entire learning process in developing countries, alLbuagh- Iwou-ci not agr-

te I. I believe that we should

propose to Unesco that the terms of the Bank/Unesco cooperative agreement be

broadened to bring educational planning in the developing countries within the

scope of inquiry of missions sent out under that program. If Unesco agrees

with this proposal, I shall submit specific repbxmendations for changes in the

cooperative agreement for the consideration of the Executive Directors.

Robert S. McNamara



DRAFT
Dece ber 2, 1969

MEMORANDUM TO THE EXECUTIVE DIRECTORS

Subject: Pearson Commission Recommendation No. 25 Concerning
Population Problems

Recommendation

"Ie reqommend that bilateral and international agencies press

in aid negotiations for adequate analysis of population prob-
1/

lems and of the bearing of these problems on development programs .

Background

This recommendation is one of several concerned with population. The

Commission comments that, although many of the developing countries are now

convinced of the need for population policies to bring down birth rates,

.only a genuine conviction on the part of governments can produce the strong

political support and determined leadership which family planning programs

and population policy require. It therefore recommends that developing

countries identify their population problem, recognize the relevance of

population growth to their social and economic planning, and adopt appro-

priate programs.

The Commission urges energetic support for those countries which have

already taken steps to bring down their birth rates, adding that "aid givers

cannot be indifferent to [the question whether population problems receive
2/

the attention they require." The Commission also urges the developed

countries to give firm support to a larger role by international organiza-

tions in helping the developing countries with population problems; up to

now, the Commission believes, the international organizations have been held

1/ Report, page 195.

2/. Report, page 20.
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back to a considerable extent by the "ambivalence and confusion of the
I/

industrialized member countries".

Analysis

Insofar as the recommendation urges the Bank, as an agency providing

development finance, to emphasize the implications of the population problem

for the productivity of all development efforts, I am clear that the Bank

should accept it. My first address as President of the Bank, at the Annual

Meeting in 1968, identified the population problem as one of three requiring

special attention by the Bank Group. It noted that the Bank was concerned

above all with economic development, and that the rapid growth of population

was one of the greatest barriers to the economic growth and social well-being

of its members. I proposed that the Bank should, among other things, take

steps to let the developing countries know the extent to which rapid popula-

tion growth slows down their potential development, and that we should look
advisory to

for opportunities to provide/assistance/and finance facilities required by

member countries-to carry out family planning programs.

As the Directors know, a Population Projects Department and a Population

Studies Division have been established, and we are prepared, as our professional

staff in the relevant disciplines is built up, to offer technical advice to gov-
2/

ernments in need of it. We are also willing to offer financing where feasible,

although the immediate need appears to be more for counsel than for funds. Further,

each of our country economic missions to a country experiencing an excessive

1/ Report, page 196.

2/ We are cooperating with the UNDP, the United Nations and the World Health

Organization in this area.



rate of population growth will include in its report an analysis of the

problem and a candid discussion of the government's action or inaction in

endeavouring to meet it.

The Commission also recommended that the implications of population

growth for all aspects of economic development be brought home to the develop-

ing countries "in aid negotiations". Presumably the reference to "aid negotia-

tions", in its application to the Bank Group, need not be literally construed

to mean the actual negotiation of loans or credits. The approach we have

followed, which I believe we should continue to follow, is to take account of

population growth as one element, albeit one deserving of special attention,

affecting development potential and performance, which we evaluate in the course

of a continuing dialogue with the member concerned on economic policies, the

direction of the development effort and the flow of development finance.

Some of our developing country members do not yet accept the thesis that

high rates of population. growth inhibit their development prospects; others,

while recognizing the problem, have not yet adopted a policy to deal with it;

others have adopted official family planning programs, although in many of

these countries the will and the organizational measures needed to carry out such

programs are lacking. Our role and our action in each case must be adapted to

the particular circumstances of the country concerned, with due regard to the

religious, political and cultural sensitivities involved.

The Bank Group's involvement in population programs, while recent, already

has taken quite varied forms. The first Bank mission sent anywhere to appraise

a specific proposal for the financing of a family-planning project went to

Jamaica toward the end of 1969, after two earlier missions had helped the Govern-

ment consider how to enlarge and organize its family-planning activities; an



expert later went to Maritius to help the Governmznt in its consideration of

whether and how its present support of private family-planning organizations

might evolve into an enlarged, official program; at the end of last year a

special mission was sent to 1elp Tunisian authorities design an enlarged family-

planning program; and a Bank team has been selected which will visit Pakistan

in the first part of 1970 to try to estimate the current and possible future

impact of family-planning activities on population trends in that country.

In Indonesia, the Bank has been engaged in a cooperative effort along

with the UND?, the United Nations and the World Health Organization: together

with them, it has sent a mission to assist the Government in the preparation of

a large-scale family-planning program and in the identification of projects

which ultimately may prove suitable for external financing. In India, the Bank

has been assisting in an effort to encourage and coordinate external aid to a

population program: the Bank helped to prepare the way for a U.N. mission which

visited India early in 1969 to make an analysis of the organization and effec-

tiveness of the Indian program; and in November 1969, in Stockholm, the Bank

chaired a consortium meeting devoted entirely to the program and means of sup-

porting it.

Conclusion

I agree fully with the Commission's emphasis on the implications, for

economic development generally, .of the population problem and on the importance

of action by governments to overcome it. I believe that the Bank's present

and planned approach to population questions, in the context of its ccntinuing

relationship with its developing country menbers, is- fully in accord with the



spirit of the Commission's recommendation. We shall increasingly bring to

governmants' attention the importance of adequately analyzing and dealing

with the population problem as it manifests itself in their countries. As

our experience and capacity develop, we shall hope to proceed beyond the

stage of economic analysis to assistance in policy formulation, in program

development and, where necessary, in financing.

Robert S. McNamara
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back to a considerable extent by the "ambivalence and confusion of the
1/

industrialized member countries".
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Insofar as the recommendation urges the Bank, as an agency providing

development finance, to emphasize the implications of the population problem

for the productivity of all development efforts, I am clear that the Bank

should accept it. My first address as President of the Bank, at the

Annual Meeting in 1968, identified the population problem as one of three

requiring special attention by the Bank Group. It noted that the Bank was

concerned above all with economic development, and that the rapid growth

of population was one of the greatest barriers to the economic growth and

social well-being of its members. I proposed that the Bank should, among

other things, take steps to let the developing countries know the extent to

which rapid population growth slows down their tential development, and that

we should look for opportunitie to finance facilities required by member coun-
A

tries to carry out family planning programs.

As the Directors know, a Population Projects Department and a Population

Studies Division wihave been established, and

we are prepared, as our professional staff in the relevant disciplines is
2/

built up, to offer technical advice to governments R*QuBS nit. We are

also willing to offer financing where feasible, although the immediate need

appears to be more for counsel than for funds. Further, each of our country

l/ Report, page 196.

2/ We are cooperating with the United Nations the UND and the World Health

Organization in this area.
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The Commission also recommended that the implications of population

growth for all aspects of economic development be brought home to the develop-

ing countries "in aid negotiations".

saying this, that the availability of developmentfinarre should be conditioned

upon the adoption of jX4l dtt16poicies since the report adds that this would

b-Presumably the reference to "aid negotiations", in

its application to the Bank Group, need not be literally construed to mean the

actual negotiation of loans or credits. The approach we have followed, which I

believe we should continue to follow, is to take account of population growth

as one element, albeit one deserving of special attention, affecting develop-

ment potential and performance, which we evaluate in the course of a continuing

dialogue with the member concerned on economic policies, the direction of the

development effort and the flow of development finance.

Same of our developing country members do not yet accept the thesis that

high rates of population growth inhibit their development prospects; others,

while recognizing the problem, have not yet adopted a policy to deal with it;

others have adopted official family planning programs, although in many of these

countries the will and the organizational measures needed to carry out such pro-

grams are lacking. Our role and our action in each case must be adapted to the

particular circumstances of the country concerned, with due regard to the

religious, political and cultural sensitivities involved.

\ 4/,PReport page l9 .



The Bank Group's involvement in population programs, while recent,

already has taken quite varied forms. B ncr

-dq The first Bank mission sent anywhere to appraise a specific pro-

posal for the financing of a family-planning project went to Jamaica toward the

end of 1969, after two earlier missions had helped the Government consider

how to enlarge and organize its family-planning activities- Ma4m-&-are

an expert was-4mnt-tham to help the
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at the end of last year to help Tunisian aut orities design an enlarged family-

planning program; and a Bank team has been selected which will visit Pakistan

in the first part of 1970 to try to estimate the current and possible future

impact of family-planning activities on population trends in that country.

In Indonesia, the Bank has been engaged in a cooperative effort along

with the UNDP, the United Nations and the World Health Organization: together with

them, it has sent a mission to assist the Government in the preparation of a large-

scale family-planning program and in the identification of projects which ulti-

mately may prove suitable for external financing. In India, the Bank has been

assisting in an effort to encourage and coordinate external aid to a population

program: the Bank helped to prepare the way for a 1W mission which visited

India early in 1969 to make an analysis of the organization and effectiveness

of the Indian program; and in November 1969, in Stockholm, the Bank chaired a



consortium meeting devoted entirely to the program and means of supporting it.

Conclusion

I agree fully with the Commission's emphasis on the implications, for

economic development generally, of the population problem and on the import-

ance ofAa by governments On tt a
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comrjl d, I believe that the Bank's present and planned approach to popula-

tion questions, in the context of its continuing relationship with its develop-

ing country members, is fully in accord, wth the spirit of the Commission's

recommendation. We shall ornt-o to irig to governments' attention the import-

ance of adequately analyzing and dealing with the population problem as it mani-

fests itself in their countries. As and- ie shall pe

to proceed beyond the stage of economic analysis to assistance in policy formula-

tion,in program development and, where necessary, in financing.

Robert S. McNamara
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MMORANDUM TO THE EXECUTIVE DIRECTORS

73 1
Subject: Pearson Commission Recommendation No. 28 Concerning

Country Economic Reports

Recommendation

"The World Bank should continue to assume responsibility for such

/country economic7 reports for major recipients and accept report-

ing responsibility where it is requested to do so by the new multi-

lateral groupings recommended in Chapter 6. For some of the smaller

countries, however, the Bank'a responsibility for economic reporting
1/.

might well be passed to regional banks as their capacity grows."

Background

This recommendation appears in the context of the Commission's considera-

tion of ways to improve the multilateral aid machinery. It also appears in

substantially the same form in that portion of the report devoted to aid coordina-

tion, where the Commission recommends the creation of new multilateral groupings,
2/

preferably on a regional basis. There the Commission, noting that it would be

possible for the new groupings to have their own reporting staff, says that on

balance it would be preferable to take advantage of the Bank's experience and

the fact that it must continue to engage in economic reporting for purposes of

its own work. The Commission comments in passing that, although Bank economic

mission reports "have set a high standard of data presentation ari analysis",

nonetheless, because the reports are based on brief visits, "they are' often felt

to do less than justice to the underlying problems of development". At the same

-1/ Report, page 219.

2/ Report, page 131.
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time, the Commission expresses concern that because of the Bank's "prestige,

experience and proven managerial capacity", it will be given too many diverse

tasks to permit it to discharge all of them effectively. Accordingly, the

Commission suggests the desirability of a policy under which the Bank would

divest itself of some activities after their initial launching and would assign

high priority to helping other agencies develop a capacity to take over these
l/

activities.

Analysis

-" memorandum analyzing the Commissionts Recommendation No. 12, on aid

coordination, outlines the scope of the Bank's expanded country economic

reporting program and of the information and judgments which the economic reports

are to provide. The program is designed to produce reports which are not only

more regularly spheduleA buttluore comprehensive than they were in the past.

/A

available to the various consortia
2/ -re

and consultative groups, andX would expect to make them available to any
A

new multilateral groupings which may be formed. I see no difficulty, there-

fore, in the Commission's proposal that the Bank accept reporting responsibility

for such new groupings, if it is asked to do so.

1_/ Report, page 219.

2/ In addition, country economic reports are received by the members of the

Bank through the Executive Directors, and are also routinely sent to the

United Nations, the UNDevelop.ent Programme the UNDP Resident Repre-

sentative concerned, the appropriate reonal bankyhe relevant special-

zied agencies economic
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I think we ought also to accept the Commission's implicit suggestion

that we should respond positively to any opportunities to help the regional

banks to develop their capacity for economic reporting. In addition to

our present practice of making our economic reports available to the

regional bnaks, I think that we should also, in appropriate cases,

invite the regional banks to designate staff members to participate in

our economic missions, and that Bank missions should, as a regular prac-

tice give high priority to consultations and exchange of views with

regional bank headquarters. Moreover, where a regional bank has developed

a special competence in or knowledge of a particular subject, we should draw

upon it. The Inter-American Development Bank, for example, has done consid-

erable work on regional economic integration problems, and has pioneered

in refinancing export credits, subjects likely to be of interest to our

economic missions. I have, accordingly, instructed the respective Area

Departments and the Economics Department to keep in mind the desirability

of taking action along the foregoing lines.

I do not believe that it is necessary or desirable to take any positon

now with respect to the commission's suggestion that reporting responsibility

for some of the smaller countries might eventually be passed to the regional

banks. This matter should, I believe, be explored at some later stage.

The questions which would then need examination would include the receptivity

of the regional banks themselves to the
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tion would include the receptivity of the regional banks themselves to the
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assumption of this responsibility and the attitude of the developing countries

involved and of any coordinating groups concerned with those countries.

Conclus ion

I believe that we should accept the Commission's proposal that the Bank

initially undertake to provide reporting services for any new multilateral

groupings which may be created, assuming that we are asked to do so. We should

also, I think, do what we c to assist the

regional banks to incroase their capacity for economic reporting, assliziadnlbat



assumption of this responsibilityk the attitude of the developing countries

involved and of any coordinating groups concerned with those countries,-

Conclusion

I believe that we should accept the Commission's proposal that the Bank

initially undertake to provide reporting services for any new multilateral

groupings which may be created, assuming that we are asked to do so. We should

also, I think, do what we can, consistent with our own needs, to assist the

regional banks to increase their capacity for economic reporting, assuming that

they wish us to do so. inaly, I believe hat we s d defer c9sider tion

of th question ether th regional b s shoul ventually aume re~prting

sponsib y for son"of the sma26r countries

Robert S. McNamara
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DRAFT
December 22, 1969

MEMORANDUM TO THE EXECUTIVE DIRECTORS

Subject: Pearson Commission Recommendation No. 14 Concerning Debt elief
Operations

Recommendation

"We recommend that debt relief operations avoid the need for repeated

reschedulings and seek to re-establish a realistic basis for develop-

ment finance. The World Bank and the IMF, as important providers of

long-term and short-term finance respectively, must of course partici-

pate in rescheduling discussions.

Background

In the Commission's judgment, the procedures and principles for debt

relibft perations in recent years have often been inadequate. The report

points out that the debt problem of developing countries cannot be looked

at in isolation from the over-all problem of economic growth or the need

for future foreign assistance. Nonetheless, the Commission found, "/t7he

emphasis has usually been placed on speedy resumption of debt service pay-

ments rather than on re-establishing /a~7 financial framework for orderly

growth."-

While the Commission believed that debt relief should not be provided

"irrespective of the policy performance of the debtor country" and that

1/ Report, p. 157

2/ Ibid., p. 157
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debt relief is not justified "/i7f a debt crisis is patently the result of mis-

management and there is no reasonable hope for a change of policy," it also

stressed that "the accumulation of excessive debt is usually the combined re-

sult of errors of borrower governments and of their foreign creditors.--

The Commission found that, in several instances, debt had been rescheduled

on the basis of short-run accommodation which failed to ensure an orderly re-

sumption of normal financial relations and had to be followed soon thereafter by

further rescheduling operations. This "short leash" approach, in the Commis-

sion's view, creates undesirable uncertainty and hampers the efforts of the

debtor to formulate the long-term plans and policies necessary to ensure renewed

growth of the economy. The Commission concluded, therefore, that, when debt re-

lief is justified, it should be given for "an adequate period to avoid a rapid

succession of debt relief negotiations." It added that debt problems should,

preferably, be considered in "consortia or consultative groups where the accent

of the discussion is placed on development problems and policies."-

Th~ lrnimi ior reprt rn~r ~ b~ Fund

mission intended such participation to be in an .sry capacity or to include

financial participation in debt i operations; the Commission' s staff has

advised that~th&-litention was to recommend both. Accordingly, both forms of

Bank at B4n--a xam"Ined bel-ST.

Analysis

In the last 10 years,
/the Bank has attended the discussions for all but one debt relief operation

1/ Ibid., p. 156

2/ Report, p. 157
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for its member countries, g. In all these discussions,

Bank staff, together with staff of the IMF, has provided technical information

and advice on the economic condition and prospects of the debtor

country. The Bank has been particularly concerned to stress the implications

for long-term growth in the debtor country of alternative solutions to the

immediate debt problem.

I share the Commission's view that "/t7here is a close connection between

debt difficulties and the need for future foreign assistance."l/ I therefore

agree tha the Bank--in close cooperation with the

Fund--should actively participate in the discussions between the creditor

countries and a debtor country which is experiencing a debt crisis; and that,

in such discussions, the Bank staff should continue to pay particular attention

to the probable effects of any proposed relief on the future development of the

debtor.

I do not believe, however, that it would be feasible r desirable to

establish specific ground rules as to the type of debt relief which should be

generally provided and which Bank staff should vocate in discussions. Each

debt crisis differs in some degree from o ers, both in its origins and in the

circumstances that surround it; it olution depends to a large extent on the

past and present political re tions and patterns of trade between the debtor-

country and its credito , the degree of confidence which the creditors have in

the government of e debtor country, and the financial and balance-of-payments

positions ohe individual creditor countries. Internal institutional con-

strai s in particular creditor countries also influence the possible terms of

a debt relief operation.

1_/ Report, y, 157
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[Moreover, the views of developing and developed countries on debt relief

operations in general are still far apart. While UNCTAD II advocatedhat,

as a matter of generally accepted policy, where debt dif-4exIties do arise,

creditor countries should stand ready to deal radtnably with them within the

framework of an appropriate forum, cofEor countries have insisted that debt

relief, at least in the fom- debt rescheduling or consolidation, should

continue to be cpneidered as an exceptional course of action and no institu-

tional angements should be contemplated to deal with such exceptional cir-

c tances.

-- Tff-t'& rA mstanns /. I believe that the Bank , -

Ib;ffoejz UZI( 'n 57au 1 oT ci,& undshould continue to stress

the need for preventive measures designed to avoid, to the extent possible,

the precipitation of ---h crises. To this end, (i) improved and intensified
A

economic reporting and analysis, (ii) an improved system of external debt

reporting, including the joint Bank-OECD arrangements, (iii) increased assist-

ance and advice by the Fund or Bank on external debt management, and (iv) in-

tensified coordination of external aid, including careful consideration of the

terms of such aid, should help in identifying debt difficulties in advance and

in indicating what measures, domestic and external, may be necessary to miti-

gate or avoid them.

b) Financial participation in t relief operations

In spite of the efforts of concerned, debt crises are still likely

to occur in the future, of for reasons beyond the control of the debtor

country. The Bank, a major creditor, will have to consider in each case

whether and to at extent it should participate financially in the solution

of a par cular crisis.
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There is a provision in the Bank's Articles of Agreement (Article

Section 4(c)) expressly permitting relaxation of the terms of Bank I ns upon
1/

application of a member, and the Bank, as a lending institution has legal

capacity in any event to modify the repayment terms of its loan if this is
2/

in the interests of the Bank and of the member concerned. evertheless,

the Bank has in practice agreed only exceptionally to part cipate finan-
3/

cially in general debt rescheduling exercises. For a umber of reasons, the

Bank's position differs from that of governments whic have extended or guar-

anteed loans. First, the Bank's loans are all lon term and extended only for

productive projects; they are in a different cat ory, therefore, from medium-

or short-term export credits extended or guar teed by governments. Yet it has

1/ "If a member suffers from an acute change stringency, so that the service
of any loan contracted by that mem er or guaranteed by it or by one of its
agencies cannot be provided in t stipulated manner, the member concerned
may apply to the Bank for a rel ation of the conditions of payment. If
the Bank is satisfied that som relaxation is in the interests of the parti-
cular member and of the oper ions of the Bank and of its members as a whole,
it may take action under ei er, or both, of the following paragraphs with
respect to the whole, or p t, of the annual service:

(i) The Bank may, n its discretion, make arrangements with the
member conce ed to accept service payments on the loan in the
member's c rency for periods not to exceed three years upon
appropria terms regarding the use of such currency and the
maintena ce of its foreign exchange value; and for the repur-
chase such currency on appropriate terms.

(ii) The ank may modify the terms of amortization or extend the
li of the loan, or both."

2/ See R68-39

3/ The Ba 's attitude has not been based on legal considerations, since apart
from s general powers as a creditor to relax loan terms, the Articles
expr ssly contemplate debt rescheduling for balance of payments reasons
(Ardicle IV, Section 4(c)).
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?There is a provision in the Bank's Articles of Agreement ( ticle IV,

Section 4(c)) expressly permitting relaxation of the terms of ank loans upon
1/

application of a member , and the Bank, as a lending insti tion, has legal

capacity in any event to modify the repayment terms of i loans if this is

in the interests of the Bank and of the member conce d . Nevertheless the

Bank has in practice agreed only exceptionally to rticipate financially in

general debt rescheduling exercises For a numb of reasons, the Bank's

position differs from that of governments whi have extended or guaranteed

loans. First, the Bank's loans are all lo -term and extended only for produc-

tive projects; they are in a different c egory, therefore, from medium- or

short-term export credits extended or aranteed by governments.

Yet it has been an excessive use of uch export credits, sometimes for purposes

of questionable priority, which s most frequently caused debt difficulties.

1/ "If a member suffers fr an acute exchange stringency, so that the service
of any loan contracted y that member or guaranteed by it or by one of its
agencies cannot be pr 'ded in the stipulated manner, the member concerned
may apply to the Ban for a relaxation of the conditions of payment. If
the Bank is satisfid that some relaxation is in the interests of the parti-
cular member and the operations of the Bank and of its members as a whole,
it may take acti under either, or both, of the following paragraphs with
respect to the ole, or part, of the annual service:

(i) The Bank may, in its discretion, make arrangements with the
mm~ber concerned to accept service payments on the loan in the

ber's currency for periods not to exceed three years upon
/appropriate terms regarding the use of such currency and the

maintenance of its foreign exchange value; and for the repur-
chase of such currency on appropriate terms.

$ii) The Bank may modify the terms of amortization or extend the
life of the loan, or both."

2/ ae R6-39.

77
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been an excessive use of such export credits, sometimes for purposes of que

tionable priority, which has most frequently caused debt difficulties. S cond,

because the Bank, unlike governments, has no taxing powers, it must re on

market borrowings for the major part of its resources; accordingly, aintenance

of a sound financial position and its credit standing are of fund ental im-

portance to it. Both might be adversely affected by the Bank' participation

in extensive debt reschedulings. Third, the Bank needs a assured flow of

income from its loans in order to meet interest requireme ts on its obliga-

tions; it would be difficult, therefore, for the Bank o join in debt reschedul-

ings involving substantial waivers or even defermen of interest payments.

This "special position" of the Bank has bee recognized by the principal

creditor countries, which have agreed to extend debt relief in most cases without

expecting that the terms of existing Bank oans to the debtor country/asodbe

rescheduled. In my judgment, this pos ion represents the proper posture for
1/

the Bank and should be maintained. e Bank Group can make its most effective

contribution in situations of de crisis by providing new funds on appro-

priate terms to help carry fo ard development programs.

1/ The report to the P sident of the United States from the Task Force on
International Dev opment (the Peterson Report), "U.S. Foreign Assistance
in the 1970s: a ew Approach", dated March 4, 1970, in recommending joint
action by the ending countries, the international lending institutions and
the developi g countries concerned to devise a comprehensive strategy for
dealing wi debt problems, proposes that bilateral governments and govern-
ment-gua nteed credits should be rescheduled over a long term but that "The
interna onal lending institutions, however, should not be required to
resch ule their outstanding loans. Rescheduling their loans would endanger
the ility of international institutions to continue borrowing in capital
mafiets."
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Second, because the Bank, unlike governments, has no taxing powers, i must

rely on market borrowings for the major part of its resources; ac rdingly,

maintenance of a sound financial position and its credit stan g are of funda-

mental importance to it. Yet both might be adversely aff ted by the Bank's

participation in extensive debt reachedulings. Third, e Bank needs an assured

flow of income from its loans in order to meet inter st requirements on its

obligations; it would be difficult, therefore, f. the Bank to join in debt re-

schedulings involving substantial waivers of $ttetest payments.

This "special position" of the Bank i been recognized by the principal

creditor countries, which have agreed tcextend debt relief in most cases with-

out urging that the terms of Bank los to the debtor country also be re-
WE

scheduled. In my judgment, this psition represents the proper posture for the

Bank and should be maintained. /

This does not mean, however, that the Bank should never participate in a

debt relief operation. ?ere may well be cases where, by reason of special

circumstances, financi4 participation by the Bank in such an operation would be

warranted. An ex e is the Indian debt rescheduling operation of 1968. The

Indian debt probms did not arise from an accumulation of short-term credits

but rather frit the totality of external debt, much of which was the result of

aid extends through the Indian Consortium chaired by the Bank. The principal

problems. ere, in the short run, to reduce the call on India's limited free

foreigh exchange by postponing debt payments and, in the longer run, to make the

ter;is of official aid more compatible with India's needs. The rescheduling

;dscussions were held within the framework of the Consortium. Financial partici-

pation by the Bank, itself a large creditor, was considered by the other creditors
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This does not necessarily mean that the Bank should never part ipate

in a debt relief operation. There may be cases where, by reason of special

circumstances, financial participation by the Bank in such a operation would

be warranted. An example is the Indian debt reschedulin operation of 1968.

The Indian debt problems did not arise from an accum ation of short-term

credits but rather from the totality of external ebt, much of which was the

result of aid extended through the Indian Con rtium chaired by the Bank. The

principal problems were, in the short run o reduce the call on India's limited

free foreign exchange by postponing d t payments and, in the longer run, to

make the terms of official aid mor compatible with India's needs. The re-

scheduling discussions were he within the framework of the Consortium. Fi-

nancial participation by th Bank, itself a large creditor, was considered by

the other creditors to b if not an essential, at least an important element

in reaching agreement Under these circumstances, the Bank agreed to resche-

dule some of the turities of its loans. Some other creditors not only

rescheduled ma rities but waived interest on those maturities for ten years.

Because of e Bank's special position, it did not waive or defer interest

payments"on the maturities it rescheduled, but it agreed, in compensation, to

rescxedule a larger percentage of the maturities owing to it.

Conclusion

The Bank should continue to pay close attention to the increasing debt

burden of the developing countries and the danger of debt crises and, in

close cooperation with the IMF, to recommend to debtor countries and their

creditors, preferably within the framework of aid-coordinating groups, suitable
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to be, if not an essential, at least an important element in reaching a edment.

Under these circumstances, the Bank agreed to reschedule some of the urities

on its loans. Some other creditors not only rescheduled maturities ut waived

interest on those maturities for 10 years. Because of the Bank's ecial posi-

tion, it did not waive iiterest payments on the maturities it re heduled, but

it agreed, in compensation, to reschedule a larger percentage o the maturities

owing to it.

t4 Other serious debt crises may well arise in the fut of such a nature

-fhat solution of the problem depends upon, or at least j tifies, financial par-

ticipation by the Bank, despite its special position. recisely what circum-

stances would constitute such a justification cannot be defined in advance since,

as already pointed out, each debt crisis is to a gnificant extent unique. I

elieve, therefore, that determination of the B kts position on financial

participation, as well as on the nature and e tent of such participation if in

fact it decides to participate, should cont ue to be made in the light of the

particular facts of each case, using as guiding principle the policy embodied

in the Articles that rescheduling sho be undertaken if, but only if, "the

Bank is satisfied that some relaxati /f the conditions of payment7 is in the

interests of the particular membe and of the operations of the Bank and of its

members as a whole."

t! kConclus ion

The Bank should con ue to pay close attention to the increasing debt

burden of the develop' countries and the danger of debt crises and, in close

Spoperation with e IMF, to recommend to debtor countries and their creditors
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policies and measures to prevent such crises. In its operations, particularly

in determining the blend of IDA and Bank funds in countries eligible for

IDA assistance and in setting the terms of Bank loans, the Bank Group should

continue to pay particular attention to the effects that its financing will

have on the external debt burden of its borrowers. Where, in spite of the

efforts of the debtor country and its creditors.a general restructuring of

the external debt of that country becomes necessary, the Bank should,,mbow-

r'egdeqtg.o, participate in an advisory capacity in the rescheduling discussions.

%Because a special po n as a creditor, ould not be xpected

to cipate nci ly in debt che ings.

Robert -. I.Nmara
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preferably within the framework of aid-coordinating groups, suitable/ icies

and measures to prevent such crises. In its operations, particula y in

determining the blend of IDA and Bank funds in countries eligi for IDA

assistance and in setting the terms of Bank loans, the Ban roup should con-

tinue to pay particular attenticn to the effects that * s financing will have

on the external debt burden of its borrowers. Wh , in spite of the efforts

of the debtor country and its creditors, a ge ral restructuring of the external

debt of that country becomes necessary, t Bank should, when requested, par-

ticipate in an advisory capacity in t rescheduling discuss'ons B cause of

its special position as a credito the Bank should not participate financially

in debt reschedulings as a mat r of course. It should be willing to participate

financially, however, when r the circumstances are such that solution of the

debt crisis depends upot, or at least justifies, relaxation of the terms of the

Bank's loans. Each/ase must be examined on its own merits to determine whether

and to what ext / any such relaxation is justified as being not only in the

interests o the debtor country but also in the interests "of the operations of

the Ban'and of its members as a whole."J

Robert S. McNamara
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December 17, 1969

MEMORANDUM TO THE EXECUTIvE DIRECTORS

Subject: Pearson Commission Recommendation No. 29 Concerning Blending of
Loans and Credits for Single Projects and Programs

Recommendation

"We ... suggest that the blending technique for single projects or
1/

programs be used more frequently".

Background

The recommendation is preceded in the report by a discussion of the high

cost of Bank loans. The Commission refers to the technique of blending Bank

loans and IDA credits as a means of reducing the average rate on financing

from the Bank Group as a whole, and notes that "sometimes a single project is

financed by such a blend". There follows the recommendation quoted above,

without any explanation of why blending on a project or program basis, in con-

trast to blending achieved by separate Bank and IDA operations in the same

country, was cansidered desirable. However, the Commission's staff has told

us that what was in mind in the formulation of this recommendation was the case
be

of projects which would not/viable at the current cost of b rrowing from the

Bank but which would be viable with financing at a lower rat ;an appropriate

mix of Bank and IDA funds wouldcd , enable such projects to go forward.

This was regarded as particularly important for projects in some of the least

developed countries, e.g., some of the smaller African countries.

l/ Report, page 222.



Analysis

The concessional terms of IDA credits are not

intended to provide financial subsidies to the projects
financed. Projects are recommended for Bank or IDA

financing only if they yield an acceptable economic
a
z return and the rate of return required for approval of

a particular project is not affected by whether the funds

originate with the Bank or IDA or both.
z

z
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Analysis

The concessional terms of IDA credits a rot 3tended - o provide finan-

cial sb sid s to the projects financed. c

tead go07 e ;Iof -the rowig - re e e b f +

l t -s-fdnanced on "convent l terns whether the funds

originate with the Bank or IDA or both.

This policy, in my judgment, is entirely sound and should be maintained.

Indeed, IDA would not be complying with the requirement of its charter that

it provide financing only for "purposes which ... are of high developmental

priority" if it supported projects which would be economically or financially

justified only on the basis of a substantial subsidy. During the past fiscal

year, no project financed by the Bank or IDA had an economic return estimated at

less than on average, the estimated economic return was czn..,42 . Such

projects do not need subsidized financing. to finance proj-

ects providing a return so low that they require concessional terms to be viable

would constitute a misuse of scarce development resources and might well result

in distorting the borrowing country's investment pattern.

According , I do not believe t et we should accept the rati ale on

which the r ommendation was base , or that we should, as the commendation

propose adopt a policy of e asizing blending on a singl :project basis

in c itrast to Bank and I financing of separate projec in a single country.
ie/

e ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ' hav infc na nasgiiat~on fs~epoe tblnigoe
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a wide range of projects. This rimarily reflects the difficulty, iri the various

countries concerned, of achie ng the desired blend over a reasonabl period of

time by allocating Bank IDA funds to separate projects. No d bt there

will be cases in the ture in which similar considerations m1 e joint Bank/IDA

financing of a s' gle project desirable. However, since b ding on a project

basis is a istratively more cumbersome than blendin on a country basis, I

do not elieve that we should make project blendin a preferred approach as a

matt r of policy.

Having said this, I nonetheless entirely agree with the feeling which under-

lies the Commission's recommendation, i.e., that the terms of Bank Group lending

are too hard for many of our members. We ought to do more blending, whether

through joint Bank/IDA lending for a single project or through Bank and IDA

financing of separate projects. ,e ought also to blend Bank and IDA funds in

rrre countries. The over-all amount of blending operations in which we can

engage depends, of course, upon the adequacy of IDA funds. The Commis-

sion itself has proposed a substantial increase in IDA's resources.- As the

Executive Directors know, I hope that by June 30, 1970, the Part I countries will

iwe agreed upon the arrangements which they will propose to IDA for a Third

Replenishment for a period beginning Julyl, 1971. Assuming that these arrange-

ments contemplate a significant increase in the level of IDA resources, they

l/ As a 3eptember 30, 1969, projects had been financedYimultaneously by

,1loan and a credit, in' an aggregate amount equivaerft to $528.94 million.

VI Report, page 224.



would enable us to do more blending, on a broader geographic basis, than is

projected for the balance of the Second Replenishment period.

Conclusion

I believe that we should continue the present Bank Group policy of financ-

ing only those projects and programs which promise a satisfactory economic and

financial return, whether the funds are provided by the Bank or by IDA or by

both institutions jointly. Accordingly, there is no reason to adopt a policy

of deliberately emphasizing blending on a single project basis, as recommended

by the Commission. However, to the extent that the availability of IDA funds

permits, and where creditworthiness considerations suggest tht it would be desir-

able, we should increase the over-all amount of Bank/IDA blending, on a country

or project basis as appropriate, and extend the blending technique to a larger

number of countries.

Robert S. McNamara



December 2, 1969

MEMORANDUM TO THE EXECUTIVE DIRECTORS

Subject: Pearson Commission Recommendation No. 12 Concerning
Aid Coordination

Recommendation

"We therefore recommend that preparations begin at the earlie st

possible moment for establishment, where necessary, of new multi-

lateral groupings which provide for annual reviews of the devel-

opment performance of recipients and the discharge of aid and

related commitments by donors. The World Bank and the regional

development banks should take the lead in discussions to this

end, and the World Bank, or another appropriate existing agency,
1/

should provide the necessary reporting services for such groups."

Background

This recommendation reflects the Commission's concern about the extent

to which development assistance is still uncoordinated, unrelated to any

agreed set of priorities in the economies of recipient countries, and insuf-

ficiently guided by and responsive to "development performance" as contrasted

to other considerations, such as historical relationships between donors and

recipients and political objectives of donor governments. The Commission

considered that the Bank's activities in the field of aid coordination, par-

ticularly its sponsorship of coordination machinery such as consortia and

consultative groups, and its staff support of aid coordination exercises

l/ Report, page 131.
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sponsored by others, have made an important contribution to the solution

of this range of problems. The recommendation, in effect, is that these

efforts should be pursued and, where appropriate, expanded to cover addi-

tional developing countries. But the Commission also proposed that coordi-

nating efforts be deepened and strengthened in various ways, e.g., by ex-

tending them to technical assistance and by giving the coordinating groups

responsibility for reviewing not only recipient country performance but

also the extent to which donor countries' aid and related commitments

towards recipients have been discharged. The Commission further suggested

that, for at least some of the proposed new groupings, coordination might be

effected through regional arrangements. It believed that the participation

of other developing countries in addition to the recipient would be par-

ticularly useful, citing as a precedent the reviews conducted by the Inter-

American Committee for the Alliance for Progress (CIAP). Finally, it proposed,

with respect to the regional development banks, that they should play some

role in initiating discussions looking to the creation of new groupings, and

might eventually, as and when they develop the capacity to do so, provide
1/

some of the requisite reporting services for the new groups.

Analysis

As the Executive Directors know, we are expanding our program of econ-

omic missions. Annual reviews of deveeo nt erformance will be prepared

for 32 countries: all IMA P '- coun ries ith a population of more than

10 million, plus a few others which have active development programs with

which the Bank Group is closely associated. Reports on the other developing

1/ Ibid., pages IA0-13.



member countries will also be prepared, although less frequently, i.e.,

on a biennial or triennial basis. Economic reports will therefore be under-

taken on a more regular schedule than has generally been the case in the

past. In addition, they will be more comprehensive. They are intended to

provide; "Vf-tI2

(a) an evaluation of the situation and prospects of the economy;

(b) an analysis of the country's development objectives and of the

major development obstacles and assets of the economy;

(c) an informed judgment concerning the appropriate development strategy<

to be pursued by the government concerned and the likelihood that

it will take the action required to carry out that strategy;

(d) an assessment of domestic and external financing requirements and

of the possibilities of meeting them;

(e) an analysis of the principal pre-investment surveys and studies

required to carry out the development program and of the relative

priorities of those requirements;

(f) an appraisal of the available machinery for planning and for the

formulation of economic and financial policy; and

(g) an analysis of the problems of investment and resource mobiliza-

tion and allocation within the economy and among sectors, of ex-

ternal debt prospects, of appropriate borrowing terms, and of

creditworthiness.

The Bank's experience indicates that the most important element in

promoting coordination for any developing country, whether or not a formal

aid coordination group exists, is the provision to all interested donor



governments and institutions of objective, comprehensive and up-to-date

reports of this kind. Such reports are necessary to provide guidance for

those who make decisions about aid programs, help all concerned to pro-

ceed on the basis of a common understanding concerning the critical devel-

opment problems facing each country, indicate priority sectors for finan-

cial and technical assistance and, to an increasing extent, outline devel-

opment strategies agreed between the country in question and the Bank as

bein oth reasonable and worthy of internat onal port.

~~of the countrie we plan toeview annually are

the object of attention by some form of "multilateral groupings", which review

both the development performance of the country in question and the development

assistance activities, in that country, of interested donor governments. -A7d~

Vor &everopm -ar.-The Bank takes princip

responsibility for ]lAof these ,2 groups: the India and Pakistan Consortia

the Consultative Groups for Colombia, Beet-Af *i-Kenya, Tanzania, Uganda

=4 the East African Communityf, Ghana, Korea, -M Morocco,

~ Tailndand Tunisi ind

The Bank also provides economic reports which serve as the basis, or

one of the bases, for the deliberations of coordination and review groups

coverings to ' 3 . the Inter-Governmental Group for

Indonesia (chaired by the Government of the Netherlands); the Turkey Consor-

tium (sponsored by the Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development

with an independent chairman); and the Inter-Amergn Committee for Vw

Alliance for Progress (CIAP) reviews of -



In addition, the Bank has provided analytical reports for the informal,

although quite active, aid coordination group convened by the Government

of Guyana, and has participated in the discussions of that grou In the

past some of thest groups, uch as the India and Pakistan Consortia, the

coordinating groups for Ceylon, Ghana and Indonesia, and the CIAP group) have

met regularly on an annual (ed motiiu9s mope basis, while others,

for a variety of reasons, have met irregularly. For the future, however, I
add:

we will take would expect that all the groups for which the Bank takes principal respon-
initiative sibinlihty.n,-
to organize sblt,~h U ~ctu~~ lot hu r ncie X~ ~~
allups for -- -ean4o4 will meet regularly; this will be facilitated by the expanded

countries.
system of economic reporting which will generate, on a regular basis, the

documentation needed. Meetings are planned during 1970 for the India and

Pakistan Consortia and for the groups for Ceylon, Colombia, East Africa,

Ghana, Korea, Morocco and Tunisia. I am informed that the groups for

Guyana, Indonesia and Turkey will also meet in 1970, and that there will be

CIAP reviews of Argentina, Brazil, Chile and Mexico in that year.

s the Commission recognizes, a gkeat deal has ready been achieved,

through coordination, to make aid mor effective. B the inherent diffi-

culty of the coordination process sho d not be min' zed. Effective coordi-

nation of the aid programs of a numbe of donors, wh e objectives and moti-

vations may not be identical and whos approaches an systems of adminis-

tration are likely to differ one from another, is a sk both complex and

delicate. byen .Li l-

+ia+ . n I am confident that our general approach t the problem is sound,

but I know that we have much to learn about the coordination process. We

have tried to maintain a flexible attitude, and to a apt the format and the

emphasis of the groupings under our chairmanship to t*e circumstances and needs

of the particular recipient country 42d to the positikns of donors.
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Nonetheless, I agree with the Commission that the existing coordinating

roups can and should be strengthened. Our new program of more intensive

and more regular economic reports is one step in this directioI T

lishment of our ident mission in Indonesia, the streng ur

resident m ion in Pakistan, the proposed esta t of a resident

on in Nigeria and the probable-e sion &our permanent mission in

Eastern Africa snould als useful; some additional field of

likely to be est shed as staff res 7
4 es pe nd we shall be devoting

more st resources at headquart s ost of the countries which are the

n particular, we intend that these groups

should concern themselves more than in the past with the coordination of

technical assistance, a field in which we have thus far made only a modest

start. As noted above, our economic missions will be seeking to determine

priorities for pre-investment as well as investment activities. The U.N.

Development Programme (UNDP) will be cooperating with these missions, especially

with respect to the technical assistance and pre-investment aspects of the

missions' inquiries, through the UNDP Resident Representatives. I am hopeful

that this will contribute to better coordination in this field, to the

importance of which the Commission has called attention.

I also agree with the Commission that coordinating groups should be estab-

lished for additional countries and that the Bank should take a lead in this

matter. In factthe Bank staff is now actively considering whether, and

how, coordination arrangements might be created for several additional coun-

tries. Some of these may be formal consultative groups, while others may

be less formal in character. The less formal ones are likely to be for the

very poor countries with limited absorptive capacity which at present need

technicAL assistance more than financial assistance; since these countries
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characteristically receive financial assistance from only a few sources but

technical assistance from many, the principal need for coordination is usually

in the latter field. In any event, in each case action by the Bank, as the

Commission has recognized, is dependent upon the agreement of the recipient

country as well as of donor governments and agencies.

am somewhat doubtful about the Commission's proposal that the groups,

both new and existing, should engage in "explicit and fo,0mal" review of donor

aid policies and procedures, as well as of the perfo ance of the recipient

country. Although the Bank has reviewed the terma of aid offered by the

members of its consultative groups, and although participation in such a

\ group leads obviously to comparisons of donor performance, no group has thus

Qfar served as a forum for donor performance reviews. Indeed, whenever this

iquestion has been raised in the context of particular consultative groups,

the members have been overwhelmingly opposed to any moves in that direction.

The Development Assistance Committee '(DAC) of the Organisation for Economic

Co-operation and Development does serve as such a forum, and also establishes

general standards for the volume and terms of aid. I am not sure that it

would add much to the DAC review and evaluation process if each aid coordin"-

ating group were also to be 14ed as a forum for reviewing the donor members'

performance with respect t /the recipient country concerned. Indeed, the re-

sult of such an effort miiht well be to make creation of additional coordin-

S igoups more diffi lt.

The Commission's proposal that some of the new coordinating groups

should be regional in scope has attractions, particularly for areas where

a number of smaller countries are seeking to develop their economies within

the framework of a regional market. We have in fact organized one coordin-

ating exercise on a regional basis: the Consultative Group for East Africa,
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covering Kenya, Tanzania, Uganda and the East African Community. The three

countries and their Community have many common ties and, in some respects,

are operating as an economic region, so that a regional mechanism seemed

entirely appropriate. However, in practice, it has proved necessary to

conduct the activities of the consultative group for the most part on a

country, rather than a regional, basis. Although this experience points up

the practical difficulties of the regional approach, I do not believe that

it should deter us from creating or supporting other regional coordinating

groups in appropriate circumstances.

The Commission saw as a particular advantage of regional groupings that

they permit the membership of a number of developing countries, all of which

would participate when the performance of each developing member was under

examination. This is the case, for example, with CIAP. While I see some

benefits from the wider participation of the developing countries, I am not

convinced that the CIAP formula has been more effective than that of the Bank's

consultative groups, or that any of those groups should be replaced by a

regional grouping. The Bank's approach permits coordination meetings to be

compact, frank and businesslike in discussing the problems, performance and

capital needs of any given country. I doubt that this would be equally

true of meetings in which a large number of developing nations participated

as members, most of which would not be directly involved in the development

efforts of the country under review. Accordingly, I believe that, in con-

nection with coordinating groups to be created in the future, the Bank should

continue to favor the single recipient country approabh for the larger

nations and to reserve the regional approach for smaller countries, particularly

those trying to develop within the framework of an economic region.



The Commissi o'i's suggestion that the regional development banks should

eventually take the lead in organizing, or providing the reporting needed

for, coordination exercises for some of the smaller countries is worth con-

sideratior In at least tw of the three regional banks majority owner-

ship is in the hands of bor owers and potential borrowers; it remains to be

seen whether donor coun ies will accept the views of such bankq on matters

such as performance, xternal capital needs, etc., which are an essential

part of a coordi tion exercise. The one experiment to date by a regional

bank in this f eld was not successful. In any eventfas far as the World

Bank is co erned, we already send our country e nomic reports to the re-

gional ks, and we would certainly be prep edupon request, to make them

available to, and to consider participa 'on in, any aid coordination groups

Vhich these banks might organize.

Conclusion

We intend to sQtZnUe our efforts to improv aid coordin-

ation activities. In the process of our review of the d elopment prospects

of each developing country, we shall consider whether nd what kind of "new

multilateral groupings" are desirable. We also i end, as in the past, to

review periodically with the principal interested governments the experience

we gain in coordinating groups, with the object of continuing efforts to im-

prove their effectiveness. No immediate action by the Executive Directors

is required.

Robert S. McNamara

1/ The e of the re-" al banks in co economic repor g is consid-

ered in another in this series / analytical memoran.


